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Enable Global e-Business

Ustyle Models has been working with Mars Translation for a long time and it requires 
our services in multiple fields which include certificate translation, desktop formatting, 
certificate stamping and resume translation.

Being one of the top modelling agencies, Ustyle requires world class translation 
services at the fastest turnaround. The set of languages needed to be translated is also 
diverse including Hungarian, Grecian. Romanian and Portuguese. 

A project of a similar nature came to MarsTranslations where the content needed to be 
translated in multiple languages in a short amount of time.

The Problem and Challenges

MarsTranslation takes great pride in having a team of professional and expert transla-
tors who are adept of handling pressure and their command on their language helps 
them to provide quick response with precision.

Staying true to our values, we were available 24/7 for Ustyle; at any time of the day and 
night. This has helped us to ensure our availability round the clock for Ustyle with our 
handily available translators in every nook and corner of the world.

Our Solution: Availability Round the Clock!

As most of the translation services required by Ustyle are related to functionality and 
working of the company, so our fastest turnaround helps Ustyle to smoothly run its 
procedure and working. Hence, maintenance and sustainability of its steady growth 
and development is no more a problem for Ustyle with us.

The Results: Smooth Functionality!

Ustyle Models, a Shenzhen-based agency engaged in model management, is widely 
recognized for its diverse client roster. Involving all types of foreign models with rich 
experience, Ustyle serves for various world-renowned brands all over the world. Believ-
ing that models could be managed as talents in the same vein as professional athletes, 
actors, and other entertainers, Ustyle has developed long-term relationship with 
brands in sports, fashion, automobile etc.
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